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Abt has special shipping on the Whirlpool 24" Stack Washer With Gas Dryer - LTG5243DQ. Buy
from an authorized internet retailer and get free technical support for life. Flex your laundry
routine by tackling multiple loads at once! LG’s TWINWash bundle is a multitasking marvel that
pairs an LG washer with an LG SideKick™.
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multiple loads at once! LG’s TWINWash bundle is a multitasking marvel that pairs an LG washer
with an LG SideKick™. Begin your Shopping Experience at Sears. Buy Online, Pick up in Store.
Find Store Locations. Find Great Brands such as Kenmore, Craftsman & Diehard.
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Abt has special shipping on the GE 27" Unitized Spacemaker Stack Washer - GUD27ESSJWW.
Buy from an authorized internet retailer for free tech support for life. How to Hook up a Washer
and Dryer. Hooking up a washing machine and dryer is a fairly straightforward task. Although
many vendors offer installation services. Begin your Shopping Experience at Sears. Buy Online,
Pick up in Store. Find Store Locations. Find Great Brands such as Kenmore, Craftsman &
Diehard.
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May 4, 2011. In most homes these days, the supply pipes run into an open-front plastic box set
into the wall, known as a washer box. There, each water line . I assume you are referring to the
plumbing box. I install them between 43-45 inches off the floor to the top of the drain hole. That is
assuming the . Under normal rough in this box usually ends up around 42 -48in., but what about
todays pedestal washers putting them at a height of 53in.
Lav water = 21" on 8" centers Lav drain = 19" Toilet water = 6" off center and 6" high KS water =
21" on 8" centers KS drain = 15" Laundry Tub water = 12". Flex your laundry routine by tackling
multiple loads at once! LG’s TWINWash bundle is a multitasking marvel that pairs an LG washer
with an LG SideKick™. Abt has special shipping on the GE 27" Unitized Spacemaker Stack
Washer - GUD27ESSJWW. Buy from an authorized internet retailer for free tech support for life.
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